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De.truetlon oC our Elm •• AB IKPROVED RAILWAY CROSSIXG ALAR. SIGNAL. broken end and determine whether it was cut or torn, 
The elm leaf worm has made its appearance ag-ain 

this year, destroying the foliage on the elms in our 
parks and on the highways in the vicinity of New York. 
Tht> depredations of the larva of the imported elm leaf 
beetle have now become so great in the Eastern States 
that Mr. F. Broimcoke, of Westchester County, who 
seems to have made a study of the s�bject, thinks it is 
quite probable that all the European spellies of the elm, 
if not the American, will soon be destroyed. The 
beetles seem to prefer the European elms, but as soon 
as these are stripped of their leaves they go directly to 
the indigenous elms. All the remedies thus far tried or 
suggested are unsatisfactory, owing to the difficulty of 
application. On small trees the worms may be de
stroyed with kerosene emulsion, carbolic acid solutions, 
creosote, tar water, etc., but on very tall and large 
trees the cost of applying insecticides would be far 
more than the trees are worth. Furthermore, it is a 
waste of time for one inan to apply remedies while his 
neighbor allows the beetles to breed unmolested, for 
these insects have wings and know how to use them 
when in search of food. 

A simple and efficient device for automatically sound. also measure the end down from the take-up, so as to 
ing an alarm as a railway train approaches a crossing decide at what point in the revolution the trouble oc
is illustrated herewith, and has been patented by curred. Turn the wheel slowly and watch the silk pass 
Messrs. George D. and Christian Rathmann, of Blair, around the shuttle, and see that every part touched is 
Neb. A rock shaft is mounted transversely beneath smooth and clean. Many times a machine can be made 
the rails, upon brackets secured to their under sides, to resume its good behavior by simply taking out nee
with one end of the shaft extending beyond the rails, dIe and shuttle, giving it a thorough cleaning and oil

ing, without loosening or disturbing the adJustment, 
and then starting afresh. Of course, these machines 
occasionally defy for a time the best efforts of experts; 
but in very many cases they will readily yield to gentle 
treatment. 

...... 

To Tan and Color Sheep8kln. with Wool on. 

Tan in alum dissolved in water. Proportion: 
pound alum to 1 gallon water. Then wash wool clean 
with plain soap. To color, use aniline of any shade you 
desire. Dissolve 1 pound aniline in 2 gallons water; 
!ltrain before using; then float skin in a dye box, wool 
down. See that they lie flat, and let remain till color 
or shade you det!ire comes; then take out and run 
t�gh clear cold water, and hang up in a hot room to 
dry. For plain white, wash the skins well, after tan
ning as described above. If not white enough, hang 
up in a small room and bleach with powdered sulphur. 
Set in a pail in center of room burning. Be careful to 
have no escape of the sulphur fumes, and have the 
room air tight.-Sh� and Leather Reporter. 
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AB IIIPROVED WHEEL FENDER FOR CARRIAGES. 

A wheel feeder and dress protector adapted for use 
on any kind of road vehicle, capable of being used as 
a fender upon the road and as a dress protector in 
mounting and dismounting, being easily placed in 
either. position by a person seated in the vehicle, is 
illustrated herewith, and has been patented by Messrs. 
Arthur C. Rogers and Henry Stenz, of Faribault, 
Minn. In the upper end of a clip fastened on the axle 
is produced a compound recess consisting of a circular 
aperture, and a lower central intersecting aperture, in 
which is mounted a hub, from which extend arms or 
rods supporting a fender of the usual construction, a 
bar curved in conformity with the fender, and just be
low it, bracing and sustaining the arms extending from 
the hub. Upon the outer face of the disk-like hub, 
mounted in the clip fastened on the axle, is a central 
projection, of a form to admit of an easy and firm fit in 
the lower portion of the compound recess in the upper 
end of the clip. From the upper rear wall of the circu
lar aperture in the hub projects a stop pin to limit the 
rearward throw of the device, and on the threaded 
lower ends of the clip is fastened a stop bar, with its 
forward free end turned up and bifurcated. The 
small views show in section the position of the parts 
when the device is used as a fender and as a dress 
protector. Iil the perspective view,. the fender on the 

ROGERS & STENZ'S WHEEL FENDER FOR CARRIAGES. 

right hand wheel of the vehicle is in the usual position 
for travel on the roaq, the central projection in the 
outer face of the hub then fitting in the lower portion 
of the compound recess in the clip. The device is 
moved from this position to that of a dress protector, 
as shown on the left hand wheel, by slightly raising 
the hub in the clip, when it drops forward until the 
front arm supporting the fender eng-ages the bifurcated 
eud of the forwardly extending and upwardly curved 
stop bar, bringing the tender in position to act as a 
guard over that portion of the tire adj�nt to the litep. 

RATHMANNS' RAILWAY CROSSING ALARM SIGNAL. 

to the side of the track, and carrying a lever arm con
nected to a pivotally supported bell crank lever, the 
latter being also in connection, by means of a wire 
suitably supported along the track, with a distant bell 
crank lever mounted in close proximity to a post carry
ing a gong, the bell crank lever being also connected 
with a hammer arranged to strike the gong. Just with
in the line of one of the rails, and in position to be 
struck by the flanges of the car wheels, a tripping dog 
is mounted upon the transverse rock shaft, the dog 
being normally held in nearly vertical position by a 
counterpoise, so that it will be turned downward and 
return again to position as each wheel of a train passes 
over it, thus operating the bell crank lever at the Side 
of the track, and, through the wire stretched along to 
the post at the crossing, these impulses will be com
municated to the hammer which strikes the gong, thus 
sounding an alarm at each approach of a train, the 
hammer being drawn back after each stroke by lI. suit
ably arranged spring or weight. The wire supported 
along the track may be carried by proper snpports 
from posts placed at suitable distances apart, or it may 
be carried along the ties, or in a tube suitably arranged 
in connection therewith. 

How to "Manaec" Sewlne Maehlncs. 

To the average manufacturer, whose business does 
not justify the keeping of an expensive expert, there is 
no piece of machinery that gives so much trouble and 
annoyance as the sewing machine. Very few men have 
pat.ience enough to wrestle with one of them if it hap
pens to be refractory. This ingenious and indispensa
ble piece of mechanism, like J;llost other things, is docile 
and tractable, however, when in the hands of one who 
understands it. Not 10ngago aPhiladelphia merchant 
essayed to adjust his ,wife's sewing, machine. After 
working a short tim� he became interested. He passed 
from that state of mind by regular stages to agitation, 
diskust, and. to a towering rage. The result was a 
grand denouement with an ax and a succession of vig
orous strokes. 

Ths great trouble about a.mateur tinkering with a 
sewing machine is that too much is done. When any 
portion of the mechanism fails, it is usually for some 
trifling cause. Two or three little faults will make a 
combination calculated to prove intensely exasperat
'ing. The first endeavor then should be to find out just 
what is the matter. In this sort of doctoring, !,-S in the 
science of medicine, the first, and by far the most diffi
cult, thing is diagnosis. Having formed a reasonable 
theory of cause and effect, proceed with your remedy, 
and if a trial shows your judgment tO,have been defec
tive, undo or replace the part altered before going any 
further. To begin with, one thing may be wrong 

In the various fabrics on which a machine is used 
there is quite a diversity in the thickness and character 
of the work required. Frequently a mallhine working 
badly on one branch can be easily coaxed into perform
ing valuable service in another. It is a good plan for 
every one having the care of sewing machines run by 
steam power to occasionally lubricate the points of 
greatest wear, such as the take-up cam, for instance, 
with heavy oil, meanwhile keeping each supplied with 
oil of lighter density for daily use. Wheel feed ma
chines are always more expensive to keep in repair 
than the drop or step feeds, and hEonce should never be 
used when the latter will answer the purpose just as 
well.-Shoe and Leather Reporter. 

••••• 

Pl"oere •• oC the Ship Canal between Manche.ter 
and Liverpool.· 

An extraordinary meeting of the shareholders, for 
the purpose of approving a bill now before Parliament 
to authorize 'Jertain alterations in the plans of this 
work, was lately held. In the course of the proceed
in�s it was stated that there were 56 steam excavators, 
73 locomotives, 2,367 wagons, 50 steam cranes, 79 miles 
of temporar)' railroad, and 6,000 men employed. The 
excavations du ring the month of May amounted to 
21,371 cubic yards of rock and 1,0011,052 yards of soiL 
The bill provides for an alteration in the plans which 
gives 114 acres of water space, against 100 in the old 
scheme, the quay space being 152 acres, against 83, 
and the quay frontage 5� miles and 4 miles respec
tively. There is thus a large increase in the accom
modation provided, while the cost is reduced by 
£23,000. In the course of a few remarks, the con
tractor, Mr. Walker, said that he had 48,000,000 cubic 
yards of excavation to carry out, which would mean 
about 1,000,000 yards per month. This rate was now 
exceeded, and before the end of the summer he hoped 
to excavate 2,000,000 yards per month. The bill was 
unanimously approved, and the general tone of the 
meeting Wl\S a cl)nfident one. 

..• J. 

AB IIIPROVED FOLDING COT. 

A cheap, strong, and simple folding cot, in which 
the slats are supported directly by the springs, and 
which, when folded, occupies but slUall space, has been 
patented by Mr. John C. Porter, of No. 181 First Ave
nne, New York City, and is illustrated herewith, in 
perspective and a sectional view of the cot when 
folded. The side pieces of the main frame are secured 
together by cross pieces, to which are attached the 
coiled springs which support the slats. Folding legs 
are pivoted to the under side of the side piooes near 
their ends, being secured together in pairs by rounds, 
notched holding arms, also pivoted to the side pieces, 
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PORTER'S FOLDING COT. 

which escapes your notice. Hence each time you make and held together in pairs in the same manner as the 
a change, the difficulty is in consequence llluttiplied'iegs, being adapted to fold up between the side 
To become master of the art of repairing a seJing ma-' piec� with the legs, or, when the latter are turned 
chine, it is requisite to understand the prinCiples upon dOWn', to serve as stops and braces therefor. When 
which the stitch is formed and the work fed. Little the cot is folded, the 1egs and holding arms lie flat 
manual skill is needed. The parts are made by machin- against its bottom, between the side pieces, but to ar
ery, and are interchangeable, obviating the necessity range it for use, the legs and folding arms are pressed 
for filing and fitting. Any observing and competent downward, and the notches in the latter placed in en
fore lllan or woman of a fitting or stitching room can gagement with the rounds of the Illgs. The ends of 
learn to repair the modern sewing machine. ' the slats are also provided with folding head and foot 

The breaking of silk or needles and the skipping of 
stitches can be remedied nine times out of ten in a few 
moments by turning a screw, or adjusting some part 
that has become displaced If the needle is dull, or 
bent, or sharp in the eye, discard it at once and try 
lIoIJain. If ¥OUl maohine breakli the liilk, e:l:amme the 
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pieces. 
••••• 

TIm French government has organized a competitive 
exhibition of machines for decorticating ramie, to take 
place in August next at Paris, and 30,000 francs bave 
been appropriated to defray expenlielol. 
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